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About This Content

Customize your truck with your country flag! A choice of four unique paint jobs will come handy if you feel you need to show
your affiliation...

On The Edge

Klimt Inspirations

Austrian Flag Metallic

Austrian Flag Decal

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space
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I says 1.2 hours, don't believe the lizard conspiracy. I played this game for 69 minutes.. Great game, cannot reccomend it
enough, worth every cent.. Best game ever? Maybe.

  Pros:
  High precision challenges in 3D.

  Cons:
  There are moments where the player has to wait or walk without any challenge like a
stage where the player starts on a moving platform and it takes many seconds to get
to the first challenge, so repeating these moments on every attempt is annoying;
  No map editor.

  Rating: 9.8\/10; with a map editor it would be 9.9\/10.. One of my top picks for game of the year 2017. The story was amazing,
It made me laugh, cry and smile throughout the journey our sacred hero takes to defeat the moose invasion. What a glorious
masterpiece. The only reason I wouldn't reccomend this game is because you're not paying enough.. LOOK...the game is
unfinished...the problem with early acces is that the games dont get to be finished....the controls are ok... the graphics are...well
pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥... there is only one server and the map shown in the screenshot isnt on the server... u join u log on u play tons
of hackers.... i say wait....or just dont buy. I wish there was a 'sort of' button instead of just 'yes' and 'no'. There's the basis of a
really good turn-based game here. I liked the look of it and, like another reviewer has said, it reminded me of table-top games I
played many years ago with little lead figures and some dice. The battles are fun for a while, but the campaigns lack any depth
and are just repititions of the same battles over and over. It could be improved by adding some more variety in the battle
environments, additional unit types, slowing down the AI so you can see what moves it has taken, and by enabling a pass-and-
play mode (as I don't know if anyone is playing this online). If the battles could be incorporated into some sort of RPG that
would make a great game (something akin to Might and Magic etc). Ultimately it lacks longevity, but as I only paid 33 pence for
it and it has provided cheap entertainment for a couple of hours, I have to give it a thumbs-up.. This was a lot of fun until I hit a
bug that prevented me from finishing most of the game. This one section of the game, when zooming/examining an area to
examine its objects, leaves you in a state where your character can't unzoom to continue playing. The mouse cursor starts to
draw trails on the screen, and even other menus like your inventory toolbar leave a trail after being expanded and re-collapsed.
Even after restarting the game, it still put me right back in this corrupt state again. Too bad there isn't a "start *new* game"
option - and im sure i could manually clear my saved game data from disk but i've already lost interest.. Sounds, being able to
customize the characters, playback the whole senario and online multiplayer would be great =)
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i freaking love this game. Just don't...... Fun Game, but not without flaws. My biggest pet peeve was the randomness of the
contract rewards. Sometimes you end up with over 300 gold for a single low quality silver ingot, while the next time to need to
craft 7 gold ingots for half of that. Same for gathering, why should I gather in any other place than the mushroom cave where I
often get items worth in 150 gold range, when the others only provide some in the 20-50g range. Or why should I visit all the
different shops, they pay all the same for my crafted items and I can buy the ingredients simply over the crafting menue.
Despite that I liked the story, the characters and the crafting aspect of the game. Playing an alchemist shopkeeper was a neat
idea and I would like to see an improved sequel one day.. The addition of an original soundtrack greatly improves the mood and
atmosphere of the comic. It's probably the closest we'll get to an actual Half-Life film.. overpriced, average at best
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